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Why we are here today

Skagerrak-Kattegatt-Öresund/Øresund/Sound-Southern Baltic

• A shared sea and common problems to solve
• On-going marine and coastal planning
• History of locally driven cross-border collaboration
• Knowledge needs, knowledge fragmentation, communication gaps, ...

=> Some background
to put all on the same page

www.msp-platform.eu
## Findings on MSP Integration across the Sound – Öresund - Øresund

### Challenges

- **Coastal zone**: X-border AND X-level!
- Different **plan/permit systems & goals**!
- **Regional level** gap in MSP: Blue Growth
- **Timing**: early MSP development, different stages => Aware? Mobilise?
- **Mandate** for X-border participation?
- **Knowledge**: gaps, fragmentation, method development, ...

### Enablers

- **Institutional development**: MSP projects good, continuity better
- **Social capital**: tradition of X-level & X-border collaboration, networks & forums (sector, expert, political)
- **Exchange, contact points**
- **New networks & forums...?**
- **Research & Development...**

---

![Map of the Baltic Sea showing National MSP and Municipal & national MSP](www.msp-platform.eu)

![Map of the Baltic Sea with various flags and connections](www.hovochvatten.se)
Programme 2018

Part 1: Mapping knowledge needs and competences
Presentations & plenary discussion

Part 2: Proposals to develop knowledge, methods and related collaborations
Group work & plenary

Part 3: Informal continuation
17.00 – 20.00 Mingling
@ Ocean Pub
Results Situation & Needs Mapping
Results Needs Mapping

Methods + integration

Science - Policy - Interaction

Stakeholders

Planners

Sea level rise

Planning - Policy - Communication

Valuing

GIS tools - Crowd sourcing

Training needs - Knowledge scenarios

Everyone daily

Risks assessments

Household financial scenarios

GIS - coastal flood risks

What is

Everyone daily

What is

Everyone daily

What is
Solutions Knowledge Needs

• **Education** for planners & decision makers

• **Data infrastructure** (maps, open access)

• Research to be published open access, popular science

• **Communication**

• Regular meetings, cross boundary/sectors

• No solution for confidential data
Solutions

Knowl/Methods

Needs

• Valuation (social & life quality, cultural & historic, economic)
• Social overexploitation
• Fairness analysis (economic, social)
• @different scales
• Cross-disciplinary

Proposals

• Community based, crowd sourced (e.g. recreation)
• Processes f participation (sectors, orgs…) => ownership
• Communication tools
• Valuation strategies (cross-disciplinary)

=> Responsibility (knowledge, valuation, awareness)
Solutions Methods for Integration
Solutions

• Resources!

• Ocean syllabus (class 1-9)
  • Start earlier in life
  • Cross integration in education

• Access & interface (people, information, time)
  • More SEA-Uss
  • 3rd task
  • Popular summaries
Solutions Science Policy Interaction

Create a network & common web platform
Composition: similar group like this: municipalities, various authorities levels, researchers, from different authorities level, NGO.

For researchers and local community, regional and nation level to meet, with the purpose to identify common cases.

Research has to be relevant for the local community level and regional, national level as well.

Municipalities can ask for help to solve special issues/challenges for example mapping recreation and tourism.

To handle/solve conflict of interest in marine spatial planning
Share best practice
Next steps 1: Network activities

Suggestions from Malmö meeting
- Internet platform
- Network meetings
- Project applications
- Other?

Discussion Cph 2020-02-20
- Where are we now?
- What do you think is needed?
- What issues/topics
- What would you be ready to do?
Ideas for next steps in 2020
Final discussion in Copenhagen

• The cross-border collaboration and knowledge sharing needs are still of actuality, also for this audience
• Most conclusions in terms of content were shared
• Sea Plan Space & ”Blue Platform” => forum & topics

=> Sea Plan Space as a forum for 2 new meetings:
  1. CPH arr by AAU: DK marine plans on review (summer), X-border planning, UN Ocean Decade
  2. Malmö by CAB/WMU & HMI (eller uppsökande?): sea relation /MSP literacy for municipal decision-makers,

• Further ideas: recreation, land-sea interactions, climate change, use MSP Challenge serious game

=> Invite: earlier participants, this group, DK kommuners org. (DK) & Swed. Municipalities, region, kommunförb.